
Introduction
After a decade or more of climate policy inertia, in 2007 the new Australian government
moved quickly to stamp its mark as more progressive than its predecessor on climate
change.Within weeks of coming to power in late 2007, the new Rudd Australian Labor
Party government ratified the Kyoto Protocol and established a new ministry of climate
change. It had already commissioned a consultant's report on climate change in
Australia when still in opposition and while awaiting this review it continued to build
its profile as a climate change leader, both domestically and internationally. Domes-
tically, it identified climate change as a critical moral and economic problem and
promised a strong evidence-based policy response, acknowledging that the climate
problem posed significant risk to a dry continent such as Australia. Internationally,
it sought to position itself as a key player, even leader, in the negotiations for a global
climate agreement at the then forthcoming global climate meeting in Copenhagen
in December 2009. Compared with the climate policy resistance of its predecessor,
this new government was instrumental in forging a new era in Australia's domestic
and international climate response.

Among those seeking long-awaited action on the climate problem, hopes were
appreciably raised. It was not long, however, before those hopes were dashed. Not
only was the extensively developed climate policy, the Carbon Pollution Reduction
Scheme (CPRS), ultimately withdrawn, but also its politics dramatically brought
down the prime minister who had originally enthusiastically promoted it. What went
wrong? (1) As in most other countries, and as testified in global climate meetings,
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(1) This is a complex question. While I focus on the climate policy aspects and implications of this
story, there are other important facets to the fall of the Rudd prime ministership, many of which
have been and continue to be debated in the mainstream media and in a number of books (see
Cassidy, 2010; Marr, 2010; Stuart, 2010). Among the key explanations are his leadership styleöan
alleged authoritarian and noncollaborative decision-making style that confined policy and strategy
discussions to just a few actors, several of whom were his young staffers, to the exclusion of
his broader cabinet, his party as a whole, and a broader array of stakeholders. Not a popular
figure among his party colleagues, Rudd's leadership was sustained by his popularity in the polls.



the politics of climate change drives the climate policy process. In Australia these
politics highlight a core `push ^ pull' tension in the management of Australia's environ-
mental future. On the one hand, Australia wished to position itself as responsive and
progressive in its approach to shaping a sustainable economic future; on the other
hand, the capacity to position itself thus was critically conditioned by its resource
profile and its related government ^ business relations politics. This problematised
the ecological modernisation of the economy necessary to achieving climate change
mitigation.

In the paper I consider the story of the Rudd government's climate policy experi-
ence through an ecological modernisation (EM) lens.(2) Prime Minister Rudd utilised
two main interrelated narratives to make his case for energy reform: the first was a
climate morality and justice narrative; and the second was a mainstream EM one. EM
is a major discourse of environmental management today, and while the theory that
underpins it is multifaceted and diverse, an analytical continuum often highlights two
main conceptions of it: a reformist, mainstream approach and a `stronger', reflexive
one. A key difference is that the former proposes an incremental technocratic approach
to the activation of some environmental reform, while the latter requires considerable
sectoral change to address both degradation of environmental resources and the
`moral' or justice issues that often accompany it. Then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd
invoked the justice dimensions of the stronger version to launch a climate policy that
sat within the parameters of the former.

Ultimately, the Rudd government's lofty discursive promotion of the justice under-
pinnings of the latter brought into sharp relief the limited reforms he did eventually
proposeöeven before his climate policy was withdrawn altogether. In effect, Prime
Minister Rudd's policy design sat largely within a mainstream EM while his moral
framework nudged the stronger endöwith the raised expectations that this generated.
Addressing the justice dimensions of the climate problem demands more thorough-
going changes to a country's energy profile than those required by a more mainstream
approach. In the end, it was the seeming disjuncture between the two narrativesölong
on normative promises and short on purposeful deliveryöthat brought the Rudd
prime ministership undone. The telling of the Rudd climate story through these
narratives illustrates some of the limitations of (mainstream) EM theory as a major
environmental management approach, particularly in energy-intensive economies such
as Australia.

Modernisation for climate change
Until Australia's c̀limate change election' in 2007, and the emergence of a prime
minister willing to lead on climate policy, Australia had long been considered a climate
policy `laggard' (see Christoff, 2005; Crowley, 2007; Curran, 2009). Australia's energy-
intensive economy, and the centrality of its fossil fuel resources to its economic
buoyancy, saw the development of a government-business relations culture that actively

(1) continued.
Once this poll popularity dissipated, his hold on the leadership was weakened. The fall in the polls
arose after several botched policy implementations such as the roof insulation scheme and
the mining tax imbroglio. The single most important impact on his popularity, however, was the
significant undermining of his legitimacy when he deferred the CPRSöhis signature policy.
(2) There has, overall, been limited analysis of Australian climate policy through an EM lens. In a
2009 paper, however, Curranöutilising a different conceptualisation of EM theory to the one used
hereödiscusses climate policy under the previous Howard government and during the early stages
of the new Rudd government (see also Howes et al, 2010). This was before much of the
Rudd government's climate policy story as detailed in this paper emerged, and before the Rudd
government's climate politics unravelled in earnest.
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protected the energy status quo. Christoff (2005) identifies several key phases in
Australia's climate policy story. It began with a phase of `na|« ve optimism' from 1985
to 1994 when the then Hawke Labor government, reacting in part to emerging global
responses to climate change, championed some policy action. The failure to achieve
any solid outcomes and the entrance of the conservative Howard government to power
in 1996 ushered in a new phase of `fossil fuel pragmatism' which persisted until
2000. This phase reframed the climate problem into an economic one, emphasising
the negative impacts to the Australian economy of sectoral restructuring and refus-
ing to ratify the Kyoto Protocol on this basis. This phase also introduced a concept
that was to dominate the debate, in some form or other, for quite some time: the policy
approach of `no regrets'öan approach that sought to ensure that any climate
policy developments would not disadvantage industry and Australia's existing sectoral
arrangements (see Bulkeley, 2000; 2001; Crowley, 2007; Stevenson, 2009). The next
phase (2000 ^ 02) saw some prevarication among industry and broad-ranging debates
about the benefits of ratifying the Kyoto Protocol. In the last phase to 2005, the
Howard government nonetheless èntrenched the line' ensuring that climate policy
resistance would prevail. It was only on the eve of the 2007 election, in acknowl-
edgement of growing public support for climate action, that the Howard government
took a nascent climate policy to its ultimately unsuccessful 2007 election. This tentative
effort to begin modernising the Australian economy came too late, with the Rudd
Labor Party already launching the more convincing sustainable development plan
and winning the election.

Sustainable development depends on an economy's capacity to modernise along
ecological lines. At the same time, most economies will seek to achieve such modern-
isation as competitively and advantageously as possible. An EM approach that
promises to simultaneously generate business competitiveness and environmental
sustainability within the framework of the existing liberal market paradigm, is thus
very appealing. It helps explain why EM is one of today's major discourses of
environmental management or, as others put it, `̀ one of the dominant perspectives
in the environmental social sciences'' (Scheinberg and Mol, 2010, page 20). Indeed,
for some, the potential of an EM approach to ``radically reduce the environmental
burden of industrial growth'' (Janicke, 2008, page 563), particularly through its promo-
tion of innovation and eco-efficiency, `̀ is without any alternative'' (page 563). Through
decoupling environmental degradation from economic development, an EM approach
promotes a paradigm of `win ^win' or `̀ a positive sum-game'' (Hajer, 1995, page 64)
where technological innovation enhances economic profitability at the same time as it
advantages the environment. This paradigm, or `̀ discourse of reassurance'' (Dryzek,
2005, page 172), is fundamental to explaining EM's appeal. For governments this
approach limits electoral risk; for industry it demands only incremental reform;
and for society it promises to contain costs and create opportunities. It hence offered
the Rudd government a promising framework through which to launch the climate
modernisation of the Australian economy.

EM theory emerged in a largely European context in the 1980s, in part as a
`practical' application of the sustainable development discourse and as a counter
to demands for more radical social and institutional transformation (see Bailey
and Wilson, 2009; Buttel, 2000). The theory incorporates a range of approaches and
foci, which some have distinguished as the `̀ analytical and descriptive versus the
normative/prescriptive'' (Mol, 1996, pages 311 ^ 312; see also Buttel, 2000; Fisher
and Freudenberg, 2001; Gouldson and Murphy, 2000). The successful application
of an EM approach in countries such as Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, and
Denmark is often attributed to decision-making arrangements that encourage a more
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collaborative relationship between business, government, and other social interests
(Buttel, 2003; page 324; Dryzek, 2005, pages 166 ^ 167; Dryzek et al, 2002). Generally
speaking, EM privileges the role of technology and market dynamics (especially
innovation) in driving change, in concert with some modernisation of political
institutions and processes that would steer this change (see Mol, 1996). Hence, while
modernisation and technology may have been culprit in the creation of environmental
problems, they now offer the tools for their redemption.

How these central features and tools of EM thought are conceptualised and applied
has driven the critique that is also a feature of its theoretical development (see Fisher
and Freudenberg, 2001; York and Rosa, 2003). Rather than rejecting the discourse
altogether, some EM critics seek instead to theoretically and normatively `strengthen'
it. This objective has seen EM conceptualised along a reformist ^ transformative
continuum, which often distinguishes it in terms of its `technocorporatist' or `reflexive'
(Hajer, 1995), `stronger' or `weaker' (Christoff, 1996), or mainstream and `social con-
structivist' (Buttel, 2000) forms. Central to these distinctions is the conceptualisation of the
environmental `problematique', its normative framing, and the degree of institutional
restructuring, both in scope and scale, required to address it.

The mainstream approach focuses on largely technological solutions and eco-efficiency
gains that are managed within minimally transformed institutional arrangements. This
reflects this mode's overriding faith in the capacity of markets to generate environmentally
friendly innovation in response to major environmental problems. The c̀lean coal', or
carbon capture and storage suite of technologies, is illustrative of this approach,
particularly in coal-intensive economies such as Australia. This version marginalises
broader power relations analyses of existing political economy and their link to envi-
ronmental decline (see Bailey and Wilson, 2009; Harvey, 1996, pages 378 ^ 383). It can
thus be understood as `̀ a technocratic and neo-liberal economic discourse that does
not involve any fundamental rethinking of societal institutions'' (Backstrand and
Lovbrand, 2006, page 53), and that shares much with the related discourses of market
environmentalism and green governmentality (see Backstrand and Lovbrand, 2006;
Liverman, 2009). While Huber (2008, page 366) states that `̀ significant progress''
towards this mode of EM has occurred, particularly for clean energy, he also cautions
that it has nonetheless been ``repeatedly delayed in present-day core innovator coun-
tries'' (page 366) so that even the `̀ more advanced nations in the present world-system
are in early rather than later stages of ecological modernisation'' (page 366). The
Australian climate policy experience sits well within this version.

Stronger EM theory, on the other hand, is reflexive and critical. It more directly
acknowledges the broader transformational requirements of the modernisation task,
and the difficult social and political change dynamics this entails (see Thiel, 2010).
Wide-ranging political modernisation is hence considered vital to a stronger EM
including the establishment of `reflexive networks' between political, business, and civil
society actors to democratise ecological renewal. As Warner (2010, page 539) observes,
`̀ [t]echnological innovation without social critique is likely to reflect prevailing social
relations of power''. Instead, a stronger modernisation would utilise new forms of
political intervention `̀ to change the direction of technological progress and to put
the compulsion for innovation at the service of the environment'' (Spaargaren, 1997,
page 15); and in a way that tackles the power relations or `̀ evasive behaviour'' of
`̀ modernisation losers''öthat is, `̀ old'' energy-intensive industries reluctant to change
(Janicke, 2008, page 562). This mode also more directly acknowledges the normative
underpinnings of, and the centrality of values to, environmental problems. Stronger EM
thus pays particular attention to `̀ greater institutional reflexivity, democratization of
environmental policy and a focus on the justice dimensions of environmental problems''
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(Backstrand and Lovbrand, 2006, page 53), ensuring that the equity and justice elements
of the climate problem are also key drivers of policy reform. As Harvey (1996, page 379)
remarks, `̀ some sort of configuration has to be envisaged in which ecological modern-
isation contributes both to growth and global distributive justice simultaneously.'' To
a considerable degree, this is precisely the c̀onfiguration' that the Rudd rhetoric on
climate policy envisaged. I first tell the Rudd government's climate story, before
considering the reasons for its unravelling.

Climate policy narratives
The Rudd Labor government came to power in November 2007 on an electoral plat-
form dominated by industrial relations and climate change reform. While it may
be overstated to view climate change as the decisive factor, the view of Rudd Labor
as more progressive than its predecessor on climate change played a significant part
in its winning of a 2007 poll deemed Australia's first climate change election (see
Rootes, 2008). Several years that preceded the poll had coincided with growing
public awareness that climate change posed significant national and global risks.
Disenchanted with the previous conservative government's climate laggard status, the
Australian electorate responded positively to Rudd Labor's promise to reverse climate
policy obstructionism and to introduce a suite of progressive climate policies (see
Curran, 2009). Accordingly, after winning the 2007 election, the Rudd government
moved quickly to politically modernise its climate approach, ratifying the Kyoto
Protocol at the 13th Conference of the Parties (COP 13) in Bali in December 2007
during its first week in office.

Ratification was met with enthusiastic acclaim. The symbolism generated by
Australia's ratification, especially after its prolonged refusal to do so, was powerful,
not only in consolidating the new government's political esteem domestically but also
internationally. The Australian government then quickly set about fleshing out its
domestic response. The consultant's report it had commissionedöthe Garnaut
reviewöreleased its eagerly awaited report in 2008 to widespread public interest.
In the final report Garnaut referred to climate change as `̀ a diabolical policy problem''
because `̀ each country benefits from a national point of view if it does less of the
mitigation itself, and others do more'' (Garnaut Climate Change Review, 2008, page
xviii). While Garnaut's emphasis was on the policy aspects of the climate problem, the
issue was equally understood as a diabolical moral problemöan aspect of the climate
problem that Rudd's climate discourse continually referred to. Garnaut also observed
that it was `̀ neither desirable, nor remotely feasible to seek to lower the climate change
risk by substantially slowing the rise in living standards anywhere, least of all in
developing countries'' (page xxi). It is for this reason that the review identified the
climate change solution in the EM logic of decoupling economic growth from excessive
greenhouse emissions.

From the outset, Prime Minister Rudd situated his climate policy choices within
mainstream EM but borrowed his broader moral framework from the `strong'. He
promoted the economic discourse of EM even as his main motivational and discursive
force lay with climate justice. The government was successful in launching a high-
profile public debate about the need to act decisively on climate change, and attracted
a relatively large and willing public to its cause. In building such support, Prime
Minister Rudd quickly developed a reputation for his climate justice rhetoric. For
Rudd (2009), climate warming was essentially a moral problem, one that demanded
moral leadership in steering economic restructuring for climate sustainability. Indeed,
climate change was `̀ not only an environmental challenge'' and a `̀ massive'' economic
and political challenge, but also ``one of the greatest moral challenges of our age''
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(see also Rudd, 2008a; 2008b). In prosecuting his argument, Rudd focused on the
current generation's duties to its descendants and to the planet as a whole. In
the speech announcing Australia's ratification of the Kyoto Protocol in December
2007, he identified climate change as `̀ the defining challenge of our generation'' with
choices made now `̀ impact[ing] all future generations'' (Rudd, 2007). In the same
speech, he noted that `̀ the costs of action are far less than the costs of inaction ...
[since the] truth is that this challenge of climate change transcends the old ideological,
political and development divide.'' While his intention to invest in ``industries and jobs
of the future'' signalled his commitment to the EM of the Australian economy, it was
the moral responsibility owed to present and future generations that fundamentally
drove this impetus. It was to be a narrative that he repeated many times over the course
of two years and that came to be characterised as his signature theme.

Climate solutions were nonetheless treated as economic matters, within the con-
fines of existing energy status quo arrangements. Economically, the Rudd government
constructed inaction as more costly than action, and heralded the new opportunities
for the Australian economy that addressing climate change would provide. Technology
and innovation, guided by market instruments, were to be this government's preferred
climate change solutions, with an emissions trading scheme (ETS) the preferred model
to drive this changeöhence the government's embrace of EM's promise of ` èco-
efficient innovation'' in the service of `̀ environment friendly technology which also
increases resource productivity'' (Janicke, 2008, page 558). It was in the translation of
his morality and justice rhetoric to climate policy design that Rudd's climate enterprise
began to unravel.

Designing climate policy
The Garnaut Climate Change Review (2008) proposed what it considered an econom-
ically feasible, `realistic', and equitable policy response. It recommended a three-pronged
target: 5% reduction of 2000 levels by 2020 if no global agreement ensued; 10% if a global
agreement committed to a climate stabilisation of 550 parts per million (ppm); or a fuller
25% if the global agreement sought a 450 ppm target reduction (page xxxix). Importantly,
it urged that the government should resist issuing too many free permits to emissions-
intensive trade-exposed (EITE) industries and electricity generators in order to avoid
distortion of the price signal.

Heeding the Garnaut review's message, but determined to proceed with a less
politically risky document, in December 2008 the government released its white paperö
`̀ The Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme: Australia's low pollution future''öwith an
ETS as its core (Australian Government, 2008). The opening sentences of the white
paper observed that `̀ Climate change poses a substantial threat to Australia's economy
and our way of life ... .We can either wait and leave our children and grandchildren to
face the full impacts of climate change, or we can take responsible action now by
investing in the industries and jobs of the future'' (page iii). When measured against
these bold proclamations, the ensuing policy response was bound to disappoint those
seeking stronger action. For othersöparticularly those business lobbies who had
mounted vigorous negotiations during background consultations, and who were con-
cerned to ensure that Rudd's climate rhetoric did not match its policy actionöthere
was considerable relief at an ETS design that was considerably circumscribed in their
favour. This did not deter other industries from pressing for further compensation,
however. While Garnaut's final report may have disappointed those seeking stronger
targets, and was additionally criticised for its focus on clean coal technologies at the
expense of renewables, the government's ensuing climate policy significantly undercut
Garnaut's recommendations in any case (see Christoff, 2010).
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Adhering to Garnaut's recommendations in at least its minimum target, the CPRS
proposed an unconditional minimum commitment of 5% below 2000 levels by 2020 if
no global agreement was reached in Copenhagen at the end of 2009. This would rise to
15% if all major economies, including developing economies such as China and India,
also committed to comparable reductions. The long-term target was a 60% emissions
reduction by 2050. Scheduled to begin in July 2010, the CPRS's coverage was broad,
covering 75% of total emissions, although at this initial stage it did not include
emissions from the agricultural sector which was expected to come on board around
2015. Despite complaints from various business sectors about harsh and discriminatory
treatment, the CPRS was distinguished by its generosity to industry and electricity
generators, particularly through the issuing of free permits or compensatory payments.
It allocated free permits to EITE industries for up to 90% of their emissions. Maxi-
mum free permits would be issued to industries considered particularly vulnerable to
carbon leakage, including aluminium, cement, and iron and steel production; and the
minimum of 60% would flow to industries such as liquefied natural gas (LNG). Other
emissions-intensive, but not trade-exposed, industries, such as coal-fired electricity
generators, would be compensated through direct payments, along with significant
investment in clean coal research. This did not prevent electricity generators, LNG
proprietors, and additional EITE industries from continuing to demand stronger
recompense, however. It seemed that each day during this consultation period the
Australian media reported a new industry group's proclaimed ruin should it not receive
sufficient compensation. Finally, the public, particularly lower-income households,
would be cushioned from rising prices through generous assistance and compensation
measures.

Not unexpectedly, the reaction to CPRS `mark 1' was mixed. At one end of the
spectrum, energy-intensive industry sectors complained bitterly about inevitable devas-
tation, concerned that even this limited modernisation would wreak havoc on their
industries. From the other end, environmentalists and other concerned constituents
lamented a hollow policy response that betrayed Rudd's climate rhetoric, and a lost
opportunity for stronger modernisation.While there were many industries, particularly
in the renewables sector, poised to take advantage of an EM trigger (see Diesendorf,
2007; Saddler et al, 2007), they too were disappointed at the limited innovation the
proposed trigger would in reality generate. It was clear that the `big polluters' or
`the carbon lobby' had exerted considerable influence over a final policy design that
best reflected their interests (see Pearce, 2009). This was evidenced in three main ways.
First, the stipulated emissions reduction target was low; not only the unconditional
5%, but even more importantly the upper limit of a 15% contribution to a global
agreement. Second, the issuance of free permits was extensive, although, as we sub-
sequently note, this was extended even further in CPRS mark 2. Third, the price signal's
structural and behavioural change trigger was undermined through the CPRS's com-
plex and extensive compensation schemes. While the next few months saw the Rudd
government occupied with devising policies for managing the impact of the global
financial crisis, at the same time it sought to manage the fallout from the CPRS.
This included continued lobbying from both business and environmental nongovern-
mental organisations (NGOs), as well as from a political opposition whose agreement
it would need for the legislation's parliamentary passage.

CPRS mark 2, delivered in May 2009, was hence as much a strategic document as a
revised climate policy scheme. It sought to contain the restructuring trigger by further
limiting industry modernisation at the same time as it sought to showcase its modern-
ised climate policy credentials. Through its main changes, it aimed to either satisfy,
or politically nullify, a number of diverse constituenciesöconstituencies important to
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the government's immediate political interests. First, CPRS mark 2 granted even more
concessions to industry. Reflecting the success of the business lobby in extracting
additional concessions from an already generous scheme, a now graduated introduc-
tion of the scheme would see unlimited carbon permits sold in the first year at the
very low price of US $10 per tonne; and EITE industries would receive additional
support (of up to 95% free permits for some `̀ highly exposed'' industries) (Australian
Government, 2009).

Second, the government increased its maximum target from 15% to 25%, in order
to win the support of some influential environmental NGOs. While disappointed with
the revised scheme as a whole, some of these environmental NGOsöbut not the
parliamentary Australian Greens party which was effectively marginalised during
climate negotiations because of its demand for a more `equitable' designöeventually
supported what the government labelled `̀ a soft start and a strong finish'' (McLeod,
2009, unpaginated). Finally, the government's redesigned scheme had the additional
benefit of hobbling its opposition, an opposition that had called for a one-year delay
in the scheme's introduction and for further business compensation. Given that its
`demands' were now met in the revised CPRS, continued resistance by the opposition
would seem churlish. In the end, more so for internal party divisions than climate
policy integrity, the opposition voted against the bill in any case.

Finally, it all came to noughtöfor two main reasons. First, there was the failure at
Copenhagen to reach a meaningful agreement, which, among other impacts, slowed
the overall domestic policy momentum. Second, after two unsuccessful attempts to
pass the bill, the government withdrew its ETS proposal in April 2010, proposing
to review it at the end of 2013. Not only did the opposition vote against itöafter a
protracted and intense negotiation processöbut, in refusing to be `locked into' a low
minimum target, so too did the Australian Greens. This was significant given that the
Greens's votes were among those necessary for passage of the bill.

The decision to shelve the scheme had devastating consequences for Prime Minister
Rudd, whose legitimacy and political popularity, as we saw, had been honed by his
climate credentials. Disappointed constituents at the time pointed to alternatives he
could have chosen instead of withdrawing the policy altogether. These included trigger-
ing a legitimately based double dissolution election. Instead, the Rudd government
demurred and withdrew the policy altogether. So significant was the undermining of
his legitimacy, and his subsequent collapse in support, that he was removed from the
prime ministership in June 2010 in a successful challenge by his then deputy, Julia
Gillard. His precipitous fall reflected the community's disappointment in his leader-
ship. He had after all successfully built his status as a c̀onviction' politician, fighting
a climate cause that he passionately championed through his moral and modernisation
narrativesönarratives that became central to his political authority.

The justice dimension and climate modernisation
How could a more reflexive EM mode incorporate justice dimensions into climate
policy design? This is clearly a complex question (see Caney, 2008; Singer, 2009), which
is approached here in a specific way. Many environmental problems are characterised
by negative externalities, which arise when the activities of one actor may produce
benefits for themselves but harmful burdens for others. Climate pollution is a key
example. A first step for the inclusion of justice dimensions into policy design would
thus be the effective incorporation of the burden-sharing principle. This principle seeks
a more even distribution of the burdens of climate change across and between genera-
tions, as conditioned by historical responsibility for the problem and capacity to pay
for its remediation.
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Two other principles are particularly useful in guiding the incorporation of justice
and equity concerns into policy design: the polluter-pays and the ability-to-pay
principlesöprinciples which sit within the broader normative framework of a more
reflexive EM. `Paying', however, is highly contested and highly political territory,
particularly who should pay what and to whom. But as Weale (1992, pages 31 ^ 32)
observes, ``the internalisation of externalities becomes a matter of attitude as well as
finance'', so that the ``challenge of ecological modernisation'' extends beyond the
economic benefits of sustainability ``to embrace changes in the relationship between
the state, its citizens and private corporations''.

Paying, burden sharing, and externality `accounting' are all clearly difficult issuesö
the very issues that stymied progress at the Copenhagen COP in 2009, as well as
continuing to stymie policy progress across the globe, including in Australia. But
Rudd's invocation of the moral and justice dimensions of the climate problem to drive
his policy design did not necessarily signal an intention to adopt the mechanisms that a
stronger EM mode would suggest are necessary to achieve these objectives. While the
Rudd government was cognisant of these justice dimensionsöhence his normative
framing of the climate problemöit was in his policy application that critical problems
emerged.

The application of generational equity is far from easy. Equity within present
generations and between present and future generations raises a range of contentious
issues, not least of which is the complexity of incorporating the interests of future
generations into institutional decision-making designs of the present (see Eckersley,
2000; Goodin, 1996). Poorly designed climate policies can also exacerbate inequity
and be unfairly punitive. Not all in developed countries such as Australia, for example,
have benefited, or contributed, in the same way to global warming, and poorer citizens
in these countries could end up paying more for remedial costs than the better
resourced (see Moss, 2009). This could mean that unfair burdens are imposed
on some members of present generations when it requires them to take responsibility
for remedying a situation that they were not necessarily responsible for creating (Jagers
and Duus-Otterstrom, 2008, page 582).

The polluter-pays and ability-to-pay principles seek to operationalise equity by
addressing the distributional aspects of the climate response. As outlined in principle
16 of the 1992 Rio Declaration, the polluter-pays principle proposes that those
industries which cause the pollution should be liable to correct it or compensate
for it:

`̀National authorities should endeavor to promote the internalization of environ-
mental costs and the use of economic instruments, taking into account the
approach that the polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of pollution, with
due regard to the public interest and without distorting international trade and
investment'' (UNEP, 1992, unpaginated).

Put more directly, `̀ the perpetrators of some environmental damage ought to bear the
costs of its bad effects'' (Page, 2006, page 53). The ability-to-pay principle is twinned
with polluter pays, and while it generally refers to a country's resource capacities as a
whole, rather than those of only specific industries, it can also be applied on a national
scale.

As we saw, Australia's profile as a net producer and exporter of energy, and as
one of the highest global per capita emitters (Parker and Blodgett, 2008), conditions
its sectoral politics and hence its climate policy response. A fossil-fuel-dominated
energy sector, with long-standing established government ^ business relationships,
influences the shape and progress of sectoral modernisation. It is thus central to
how the polluter-pays principle is interpreted, negotiated, and applied.
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Recognising that the efficacy of an ETS relies on the `integrity' of its design, the
Garnaut Climate Change Review (2008) urged government to stand firm against ``rent
seekers'' (page 321) and to take a ``highly principled approach to the design'' of the ETS
to avoid it ``degenerate[ing] into loud professions of support but even louder pleadings
for special treatment'' (page 342). These `̀ louder pleadings'' saw, as discussed earlier,
well-resourced industry stakeholders successfully advocate alternative `justice' narra-
tives in an effort to reshape Australia's climate policy to a form more acceptable to
them. The `small player' defence (Australia's small percentage contribution to global
warming as a whole as opposed to its per capita contribution) and the carbon leakage
defence (the threat of emissions-intensive industries moving offshore to countries without
a carbon impost) were the most prominent and ultimately the most successful. Alcoa
Steel's articulation of the carbon leakage defence is representative: `̀ Erosion of EITE
industry allocations ahead of international competitors embracing a comparative carbon
cost jeopardises the viability of Australian industries, the jobs they support and flow-on
benefits to Australian communities'' (in ACJP, 2009). The risk that emissions reduction
schemes would drive job losses was also a central narrative. The chief executive of the
Mineral Council of Australia, for example, promotes carbon plans as `̀ jobs carnage'', with
`̀ [n]o state ... spared [and] no mining region untouched'' (Hooke, 2009, unpaginated).

These `louder pleadings' were ultimately successful in amending Australia's climate
policy to a form that minimised the amount of modernisation or restructuring that would
be required, and that minimised the application of the polluter-pays principle as a whole.
While it is important to appreciate the s̀pecial position' that Australia's EITE industries
do occupyötheir prices are determined by global markets hence limiting their capacity
to pass increased costs on locallyöthe Garnaut Climate Change Review (2008) was
adamant that `̀ there are no identifiable circumstances that would justify the free alloca-
tion of permits'' (page 332). Indeed, it would be `̀ wrong'' to use free permits to transition
EITEs since this suggests that `̀ assistance is being provided on compensatory grounds''
which in turn undermines these industries' restructuring responsibilities (page 332).

The review points out that, in any case, ``free permits are not free''. While their
allocation may be free, `̀ their costs are borne elsewhere in the economyötypically by
those who cannot pass on the costs to others (most notably, households)'' (page 331).
As Eckersley (2009, page 115) observes, auctioning of permits is preferred `̀ from the
standpoint of both fairness and efficiency because it does not disadvantage new market
entrants ..., does not grant a scarcity rent to existing major carbon polluters and
provides government with significant revenue from the sale of permits.'' Alternatives
to free permits are instead canvassed. These include: effective sectoral climate change
agreements that would see different EITE sectors operating in a relatively level playing
field; some domestic assistance measures to ``address the failure of our global com-
petitors to act on limiting their carbon emissions'' (page 343); and the wider use of
credits to reduce ``a liable party's obligation to acquit permits at the end of the relevant
compliance period'' (Garnaut Climate Change Review, 2008, page 348).

A number of reports at the time questioned the accuracy of the claims on which
the carbon sector's compensation entitlements rested. They charged that, in effect, in order
to extract the best arrangements possible, many major polluters `̀ presented the worst case
[scenario] to governments, in an effort to obtain policy concessions'' (Berger, 2009).
In addition, a complaint to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
about potential breaches of the Trade Practices Act(3) identified discrepancies between
what some major polluters report to government (generally very significant damage) and
(3) The Trade Practices Act is a major piece of Australian legislation that seeks to protect consumers
from the restrictive trade practices of corporations, `unconscionable' business behaviour, and practices
that abrogate consumer protection principles (ACCC, 2011).
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what they actually report to their shareholders; and between `̀ their public statements
and independent financial analysis of the likely impacts'' (ACF and ACJP, 2009).

A May 2009 report by Goldman Sachs JBWere also found that the financial materi-
ality impacts of the CPRS on ASX100 (Australia's equity index) companies would likely
be `̀ insignificant'', with only four of the top 100 Australian companies likely to experience
liabilities of over 5% of their earningsöeven before taking the impact of free permits for
EITEs into account (in ACF and ACJP, 2009, page 3). Other major financial analysts
such as JP Morgan and CitiGroup reached similar conclusions. In its 2008 analysis of
the financial impact of the CPRS on the company Woodside Petroleum Limited, Citi
Investment Research `̀ estimated the carbon cost impact of Woodside's Pluto and North
West Shelf operations at just 1 ^ 2 percent of revenue in the early stages of a trading
scheme (at a carbon price of $20 per tonne)'' and ``rising to 2 ^ 4 per cent of revenue
(with carbon at $40 per tonne)'' (ACF and ACJP, 2009, page 4). These discrepancies
could arise from the fact that many of the carbon costs could in reality be passed on,
even if they are not advertised as such. As Freebairn (2009, page 83) contends, `̀ a high
proportion of the economic costs'' of tradable permits will in reality `̀ be passed forward
to consumers, rather than to producers''; so that, in short, `̀ much contemporary policy
discussion and lobbying to compensate producers is exaggerated.''

On a constituency level, a survey undertaken by an Australian think tank reveals
considerable disenchantment with the preferential treatment given to business in the
design of the scheme, with 51% stating that heavy industry polluters should take
primary responsibility, followed by government at 34% (Fear and Denniss, 2009,
page x). Notably, `̀ less than one percent of respondents believed that the views of the
business community should be the most important factor for government in choosing
an emissions reduction target'' (page 41). These views reflect some appreciation of the
distributional fairness norm that underpins the climate problem as well as some
expectation that principles of justice and fairness should guide climate policy design.

Conclusion
As we have seen, EM increasingly presents as the progressive face of sustainable
development today. Its appeal lies in its technological optimism and the reassurances
it offers for resolution of difficult environmental problems. It posits socioindustrial
change as not only possible but also exciting in the opportunities it provides, and
with minimal disruption to existing political economy. Much faith is placed in the
capacity of technology and market competitiveness to drive industry innovation for a
cleaner carbon future. The relative success of such an approach, at least in its more
mainstream face, is evidenced in a number of `innovator' countries whose corporatist
and collaborative decision-making styles have gone some way towards supporting
`green' innovation.

After much delay by previous administrations, the Rudd Labor government
launched a climate response framed in the logic of mainstream EM and driven by
justice and morality norms. Here Rudd promised not only a much-awaited Australian
climate response but also a policy design that would reflect the justice and morality
underpinnings that he had long championed. In the hard-fought negotiations that
followed, however, the level of modernisation discursively promoted, and the fairness
and justice principles that were claimed to guide it, gradually declined against the more
visceral demands of influential industry stakeholders determined to resist it.

Paradoxically, Prime Minister Rudd was, in some ways, a victim of his own
success: he succeeded in prosecuting the caseöboth moral and economicöfor climate
action, but in doing so significantly raised expectations. Incorporating justice and
morality elements into an overall EM narrative, as Prime Minister Rudd did, implies
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a commitment to going beyond a mainstream EM climate policy design to what has
been conceptualised here as stronger or more reflexive EM. For Prime Minister Rudd,
discursively embracing the justice narrative while emasculating the (polluter-pays and
ability-to-pay) principles that would help embed it into policy, risked exposing too
wide a gap between political rhetoric and policy outcome. This in turn risked under-
mining the political authority of a leader who had made the commitment to addressing
`one of the greatest moral challenges of our age' his signature theme.

This does not deny the difficult domestic political landscape in which climate
policy was being negotiatedöwhere the government was reliant on an obstructionist
opposition and the higher targets that the Greens Party demanded for passage of its
climate bill. But even here it was noted that Prime Minister Rudd had not spoken to
the Australian Greens leader for over a yearöa leader, furthermore, who shared
Rudd's justice framing of the climate problem. Instead of the broader `reflexive network'
promoted by a stronger EM thought, decision making was seemingly confined to elite
actors within business and politics who did not necessarily view climate change as a
moral problem. Nor does the Rudd climate story deny that the Prime Minister may
have genuinely held the values he discursively promoted. Indeed, some writings early in
his career and his prime ministership testify to a set of genuinely held social democratic
values influenced by his deeply held Christian religiosity. Further, on the very day he
was deposed from the prime ministership, he urged that the party return to the CPRS
and renew their commitment to climate policy. Buttel (2000) observed that ``the thrust
of core [or mainstream] ecological modernization thought is that eco-efficiency gains
can be achieved without radical structural changes in state and civil society'' (page 62).
In the light of the Australian climate story told here, it would seem that political reality
suggests otherwise.
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